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"(Yoga)creates a quiet place for people to feel the silence within themselves and, in doing so, to remember
who they are."
Deborah Metzger
Founder and director
Princeton Center for Yoga and Health
By Kim Magy
Svecial Writer

When she was pregnant 19 years ago, Deborah Metzger developed an acute case
of pneumonia. Her illness was so severe, her coughing so violent, that she fractured a
rib. The damage to her lungs persisted well after her gradual recovery and the birth of
her son. Soon afterward, her doctor diagnosed her with asthma for life in what felt to
her like a prison sentence.
Yet, ironically, this chronic disease would become profoundly beneficial to Ms.
Metzger by leading her even further into one of the most important discoveries of her
life - yoga.
Frustrated with conventional approaches to asthma, Ms. Metzger began seeking
a number of alternative health methods and found in yoga a therapeutic practice that
quickly "captured her heart."
At the time, yoga was not widely practiced in the Princeton area. It was only
during a visit to The Kripalu Center for Yoga and Health in Lenox, Mass., that Ms.
Metzger began making dietary changes, walking regularly and practicing yoga daily.
There, gradually, she began to feel a new sense of vitality that led her to change the
direction of her life and career. Hoping to bring a similar sense of well-being to others, she decided to teach yoga.
After training intensively at The Kripalu Center, Ms. Metzger began to teach
yoga full time in various places around Princeton, including The Body Center, The
Arts Council of Princeton, and The Princeton Fitness Center (now The New York
Sports Club).
Carting around yoga mats and cushions, she strove to create a comfortable and
peaceful space in each of these venues. Yet, she increasingly perceived that in order
- to foster the strong sense oTcXEmmmunitji
slie-hacffouiia A€ Kripalti, she w o a d iieedro
establish a studio of her own. In 1996, she opened the Princeton Center for Yoga and
Health (PCYH) in Montgomery.
In the intervening years, yoga has become one of the largest areas of growth in
the fitness industry. In fact, IDEAFIT (a national fitness organization) reports a 54
percent increase in yoga classes offered across the United States since 1996.
With public endorsements from the likes of Sting and Madonna, yoga has witnessed an enormous surge in popularity that is as evident in the Princeton region as it
is New York City. Offered daily in gyms and fitness centers, as well as many corporations countrywide, yoga is also partially subsidized by some medical insurance companies. It would seem that yloga's offbeat reputation has all but evaporated, and it is
now regarded as a mainstream pursuit of health and fitness.
The PCYH, too, has grown dramatically since its inception. What began as a few
classes for a handful of students has now expanded into 50 classes for hundreds of
students each week. Although Ms. Metzger has used advertising and direct mail, often word-of-mouth has proven enough to attract new students to classes.
Indeed, by the late 1990s, attendance had boomed so much that PCYH began to
run out of space. Ms. Metzger wanted to add a more diverse range to the schedule but
didn't have the room to facilitate more than one class at a time. Just last year, in a
shift that doubled her studio space, PCYH moved to The Montgomery Professional
Center.
Minutes from its previous location, the studio is nestled in the far comer of this
professional development directly off Route 5 18 on Vreeland Drive, with a peaceful
view of the woods from its large windows.
For Ms. Metzger, the studio is a "microcosm of my own yoga practice." She
grows with it, and with the experiences her students bring.
"We are all living laboratories," she says. Accordingly, in her studio she strives
to remain open and to experiment with new ideas, unique classes and teachers with
varying areas of expertise.
This is evident in the wide range of classes that PCYH now offers, including not
only yoga (Prenatal, Kripalu, Hatha-Zen, Yoga for a Healthy Back, and Yoga for Singles, among others), but Belly Dance, Pilates and Feng Shui. Along with regular
weekly classes, PCYH also hosts several workshops each month, often led by wellknown yoga teachers and, as Ms. Metzger puts it, "local treasures" such as Jaime Stover Schmitt, author of Every Woman's Yoga.
Three of the many workshops offered this month are "Breath Therapy" (this
Sunday) with Jane Marten and Dr. Ed Zullo; "Work and Family Life" (March 29)
with Jacqueline Schreiber, MSW Life Coach, and "Yoga in the Female Body"
(March 29) with Adrienne Jamiel, an exercise physiologist.
Offering relief from the symptoms of many common ailments, including asthma,
arthritis, hypertension and diabetes, yoga appeals to many for its healing potential as
well as its unique blend of building strength and increasing flexibility.

Instructor Carla Brady of Washington Township demonstrates a stretch during a
teacher training session of the Princeton Center for Yoga and Health in Skillman.
To many others, of course, yoga is simply a powerful workout that tones and
firms the body (especially those abs and glutes).
Ms. Metzger has noticed in recent years, as yoga has become more mainstream,
that yoga classes have shifted, in many people's eyes, to merely a physical workout.
Yukiko Iino, who currently teaches at PCYH, agrees that yoga practice seems to be
veering away from the spiritual and focusing more on purely physical results.
Yet the initial reason why people come to yoga and continue to practice it matters little to Ms. Metzger. Yoga's emphasis on relaxation and clarity of mind, as well
as overall physical fitness, continues to benefit her students and to provide a healthy
respite to the accumulated effects of daily stress.
At PCYH, power yoga and hot yoga, two styles known more for their aerobic intensity than their emphasis on meditation, draw the largest crowds. However, these
classes include powerful breathing techniques and relaxation exercises both beneficial
to health and essential to the practice of yoga. It is important to find a style of yoga
that suits each person's unique physiological makeup and a practice that provides an
enjoyable and enriching experience.
As Ms. Metzger says, "I am not interested in adding any more have-to's in people's lives." But for many students, coming to class regularly can quickly become
habit-forming.
Consider the case of Janet Haring of Princeton, a retired schoolteacher. When
she tried yoga for the first time three years ago at PCYH, she admits she was hesitant
and didn't know what to expect. Her sister urged her along with a gift certificate, but
secretly she thought that yoga would be "wimpy." Now she rarely misses a class.
See JOY OF YOGA, Page 12A
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